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Abstract—We know that organizations are growing because of tremendous increase in demand of
knowledge. So from huge amount of data which is available in different organization regarding to
technical system we need such kind of data which helps in preparation of any task which will help in
saving time.
For example : if we want to take class regarding to seminar then knowledge which we are
discovering from this large data will help us for preparation and this knowledge is called as
relationships which are called as is-A, Next, Prerequisite, Part-Of.
Keywords- Domain engineering, Ontology design, Semantic engineering, Knowledge acquisition,
Learning object.
I.
INTRODUCTION
It is acting as tool for generating knowledge from electronic textbook. Electronic textbook is acting
as PDF. So, from this tool we are getting relationships in this textbook with the help of natural
language processing techniques which provides area of computer sciences for interacting between
computers and human languages but while interacting there is large amount of data and hence we
need to identify the relation which are acting as knowledge and if we store knowledge our cost and
time will save.
For this purpose we provide processed electronic textbook which should be start from content, index
and it should not split.
Ex: Contents
1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction to java
1.2 Inheritance
2. Class
So from above example there can be number of contents. Hence if we find relationships between
them it helps teacher for preparation like I have to master in Introduction then I can teach the class
which is called as prerequisite relation. Also introduction and introduction to java contain same
words and hence it exhibit isA relation, after Introduction I must teach class and hence it is called as
Next relation.
II.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Erik Duval states that since there is need to maintain metadata which is acting as data about data
because without the metadata learning content cannot be reused and it will difficult or impossible to
identify and retrieve them and hence there is need of automatic generating of learning object
metadata[1].
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Hence Amal zouaq says that to use this metadata ontology should be extended and updated for
discovering new entity and reuse those entities and hence manual creation for those entities are not
sufficient because of lack of flexibility and hence for adding those entities knowledge is build as
project[2].
But knowledge is build as preen coded hence Bernado Magnini explain that for this ontology
learning is necessary and hence methods and evaluations are must. But building ontology from
sentences are similar to building array of methods by using natural language processing techniques
and hence acting as major area of research[3].
Hence further improvement is done by Johanna Volker added that to produce ontological outputs in
terms of concepts, attributes and hierarchical relationship among those concepts and attributes[4].
So Armando Stellato further proceed with the the concept of discovering processes and resources in
which he has developed wiktinary and from that he developed information regarding to words,
sentences and large amount of relationship that are exists between these words[5].
III.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this architecture user will enter Domain name which will be of PDF then the request will go to
whois server which will check whether it is valid and will fetch PDF from the database. Once the
PDF is uploaded token extraction is takes place from which number of relations are extracted and in
order to identify the identity between them TF/IDF algorithm is applied and then the ontology
creation is takes place and result is reported to user.

Figure 1. System architecture

IV.
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Suppose we have term frequency table for a collection consisting of only two documents are listed
below consist of term and term count then calculation of tf-idf for term “this” is
Table 1. Doccument1
term

Term count

this
Is
another
example

1
1
2
3
Table 2. Doccument2

term

Term count

term
this
Is
A
example

Term count
1
1
2
1

Suppose we have term frequency table for a collection consisting of only two documents are listed
below consist of term and term count then calculation of tf-idf for term “this” is
So,
idf(this,D) = log{n/d£D:t£D}

(1)

idf(this,D) = log(2/2) =0

(2)

So tf-idf is zero for “this” term and hence it is appear in all document.
1] Identify the isA relationships
I = {i1, i2, i3…iN}

(3)

Where ‘I’ is main set of isA relationships.
2] Identify the partOf relationships
P={p1,p2,p3,…,pN}

(4)

Where ‘P’ is main set of part of relationships.
3] Identify the next relationships
N = {n1, n2, n3, ……..,nN}

(5)

V.
SECTIONS
Suppose we have term frequency table for a collection consisting of only two documents are listed
below consist of term and term count then calculation of tf-idf for term “this” is
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Figure 2. uploading file

Figure 3. Processing data

From fig. 2 and fig 3 first we have uploaded PDF named as “scale by example file” and after clicking
on the process outline we will get the following result in the form of the relationship.

Figure 4. Generating relationship

As shown in fig. 4 first we have uploaded PDF named as “scale by example file” and after clicking
on the process outline we will get the following result in the form of the relationship includes isA
and next.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this case we have uploaded electronic textbook which is called as processed electronic textbook
and then we have found the relationships like isA, partOf, Prerequisite, Next between them and
because of those relationship it saves the considerable time for preparation of task regarding to
organization by using the ontology and natural language processing techniques. But problem with
this is that when one PDF is uploaded the other PDF get overwritten and hence at a time only one
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PDF can be supported which must be start from Content, Index and must be end with the
Bibliography like terms.
Hence Future work is on identifying more number of relationship so that time complexity can be
reduced considerably and also It should support the multiple PDF which can be called as preen coded
knowledge so that new user need not to identify new relationship he can make use of already found
relationships.
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